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For anyone walking into the Shinjinkan dojo, the Shinjinkai headquarters, it is
obvious that it is a special place.  Whether it is the beautiful wooden floors, the
traditional aesthetics or the bold calligraphy, most would immediately recognize it
as a place where martial training is done.  Shinjinkan was not always this way.

I began training with Moore Sensei in October 1993 through the Aikido club of
Roosevelt University.  I remember my first trip to the first, original Shinjinkan
dojo.  It was on the 3rd floor of a decaying building on Wabash Avenue in the
Loop, downtown Chicago.  The entrance for the building was the Bali Luau, a
greasy, mediocre Cantonese restaurant.  To access the dojo it was necessary to
walk through the entrance of the restaurant and up 3 flights of metal stairs,
smelling Chinese food all the way up.  The dojo itself was a big space, old and
kept as well as possible.  The mat was huge and covered with stained canvas.  I
remember the ugly orange stripe about shoulder height painted on the dojo walls,
the only color in the run-down space.  The only other decoration was an Aikido
scroll brushed by Toyoda Sensei.  It was a very rough place physically.  No flair,
no extras, just a mat and a locker room.  In other words, it was perfect.

The Roosevelt Aikido club trained on Wednesdays and Fridays before the
regularly scheduled Aikido classes at Shinjinkan.  For the first couple of weeks
enthusiasm was high and there were about 10 people who attended class
religiously.  However, after those first few weeks fewer people showed up every
time there was a class.  By the time December came around, I was the only one
showing up to class, and even the senior student who had started the club
stopped going to class!  Little did I know then that this is a reoccurring theme in
martial training.  Very few people have the time, resources or fortitude to
continue training day after day, month after month and year after year.

For the next month or so, Moore Sensei had me training with Richard Reed
Sensei.  We trained during the hour the Roosevelt University Aikido club normally
met.  We generally trained in ukemi, a lot of ukemi.  Reed Sensei taught me that
falling is also self defense, self preservation.  Learning to give a committed attack
as well as being able to blend with an attack from nage was the uke’s job.  I
remember classes with Reed Sensei in which I did not get to throw him once.  He
would throw me the entire hour, all the time telling me to “keep you center as you
fall!” or “attack harder!”  I often wondered to myself during these times with Reed
Sensei why I kept attacking harder if I knew I was going to end up on my back,
staring at the spinning ceiling.  However, I did not question and kept showing up
to class.



After a class with Reed Sensei, Moore Sensei asked if I would like to join the
ongoing Aikido class at Shinjinkan.  I asked if I could and he said “you can start
tonight!”  I sat down on the mat nervously as the regular Aikidoka came in.  I did
not have a gi yet and despite training in Aikido for over 3 months, I felt rather out
of place.

Training in the regular Aikido class was much different then the private sessions
with Reed Sensei.  The training was always intense and rather severe at times.
The senior student who led us through warm-ups felt it necessary to “relax” our
bodies through push-ups, sit-ups and endless laps of shikko (knee-walking)
around the canvas mat.  He told us that we must learn to use our bodies as a
whole when doing Aikido, rather than just our arms or legs.  I remember
struggling through koho tendo-undo after the sit-ups and learning to use my
whole body to roll forward and stand up rather than relying on my abdominal
muscles.  This was good training as I soon learned that without my entire body
engaged in a technique, the technique would be impossible.

I remember a particular time we spent the first half of the class executing bokken
strikes without rest.  The second half of the class we worked on empty-hand
ikkyo technique.  I remember willing my arms to extend but they would not obey.
My arms were shaking with fatigue and I could barely lift them.  Moore Sensei
asked me what was wrong and I told him my arms were exhausted from the
bokken cuts earlier.  Just then he attacked like I had not experienced before and
my arms instinctively raised and I performed ikkyo.  Sensei turned, smiled and
said nothing.

Many times Moore Sensei pushed us well beyond what we had set as limits,
physically and emotionally.  I recall a time after I had been training for a year or
so, Sensei had us practicing empty hand strikes with a partner.  The strikes were
Yokomeuichi strikes and the partner was to block at the side of their head with
their forearm to avoid the strike. Sensei continued to stress that we must
experience the sensation of being struck in order to overcome our fear of that
sensation.  I remember time slowing to a halt as we continually pounded each
other.  My forearms went from numb to burning to a “wet” feeling and I was sure
that I had broken the skin and was bleeding the length of my arm.  Sensei
pushed us through the strikes with his count and ironically, we struck harder and
harder each time rather than backing off from the pain.  Sensei ended the
exercise and to my surprise, my arms were not broken, nor were they bloodied to
the bone.  That night I remember going back to my dorm room at Roosevelt and
sat on the bed staring into the dark with a bag of ice under each forearm.  It was
a liberating feeling to know that I not only survived that experience, but had
thrived.  I began to realize that there was more to this training than learning how
to throw or pin someone.

There were other times when Moore Sensei pushed us.  When he began
teaching at another dojo, the Ryoshinkan in Arlington Heights, Illinois, I too



began training there.  Ryoshinkan was a small storefront dojo that had neighbors
from another business upstairs.  During one class at Ryoshinkan, the neighbors
upstairs were playing music so loud we could barely hear what Sensei was
saying.  Sensei told me to go upstairs and tell them to turn the music down.  I
was about to leave when he said, “wait, take this with you” and handed me a
bokken.  While I climbed the stairs to the blaring music, I was wondering what I
would say to the neighbors or even yet, what would I do if they challenged me?  I
was 5th kyu at the time and I had no illusions about my Aikido skills, or lack
thereof.  If these were some big tough guys, I would not stand a chance, bokken
or not.  I was about to pound on the door when the music stopped.  I waited a
minute, then two but the music did not start again.  I turned around, walked back
down the stairs and into the dojo.  Sensei did not ask what happened.  I was glad
that he didn’t.

Many evenings after training we would have a social night at a local bar or
restaurant.  This was a great opportunity to learn more about the people we
trained with on the mat.  It is funny in one sense that we spend hours and hours
learning the subtleties of each others bodies during Aikido training while at the
same time we may not even know our partners last name, their profession or
whether or not they have a family.  It was during these social nights that many of
us were inducted into a new entity known as the “Concrete Club”.  To join the
concrete club, one was simply thrown breakfall onto the concrete by Moore
Sensei.

While some thought it to be crazy and others felt it to be a status symbol, this
type of training is very beneficial to anyone’s ukemi training.  Some level of skill
must be reached first, but eventually you should be able to fall safely on any
surface.  I remember Moore Sensei emphasizing this during several classes.
During one class, he noted that one can roll on any surface and projected me off
of the canvas mat onto the linoleum.  To my surprise and without thought, I rolled
without pain or injury.  At another dojo, Moore Sensei threw me breakfall onto
rocks within a Japanese garden, without injury.  Often times, I was more
surprised to find myself uninjured than the observers.

Another ukemi story comes to mind.  During a long demonstration at Chicago’s
Navy Pier, we were alternately showing empty hand techniques and sword
forms.  The mat we were using was a very thin vinyl and was baking in the
Chicago summer sun all day.  After several demonstrations, my gi was soaked
through with sweat and the matt became slippery at times.  During one
technique, Moore Sensei projected me breakfall and instead of landing on the
mat, my body slid off the mat and under a picnic table full of spectators.  I quickly
apologized to them, got up and continued the demo.  To spectators this may
have looked fantastic or reckless; to us it was just another day of training.

One of my most vivid training experiences with the early Shinjinkan was during
our first outdoor retreat at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.  There were only



about seven or eight of us but the training was extremely intense.  I believe it was
early November of 1994.  The weather was cold and rainy, but the conditions
only aided in our training.  We began each morning with zazen (meditation) and
then ate a light breakfast.  The rest of the morning was spent hiking (some
barefoot) among the many miles of trails in the dunes.  With bokken in hand, we
were told not to speak, only to observe and do.  As we were walking, Moore
Sensei would suddenly break into a run, stop at a fallen log or other target, and
perform a few sword strikes.  Then he was off again and we could only hope to
keep up.  We also spent the days in mindful walking meditation, kumitachi with
another Aikidoka, or solitary training.  We would usually finish the end of each
day with fireside chats and drinking. Sensei would wake us up again the next
day, often before dawn to begin all over again.  Each day of the retreat was
different and each hour tested us in ways we did not know we were prepared for.
I think for many of us, it was our first glimpse into the budo that we had been
training in.

On one memorable night, Moore Sensei took us to the shore of Lake Michigan
and told us we were going for a short dip.  While the darkness shadowed our
faces, I’m sure the others felt the same silent panic that I did.  The air
temperature was probably in the 50’s or lower and we were already wet and cold
from the constant drizzle during the retreat.  Sensei showed us some additional
breathing exercises and told us to keep our focus.  He said that if we let the
water take our mind and our focus, we would begin to shiver and would not be
able to endure the training.  We all focused, breathed as we were instructed and
walked into the water.  The sensation of the water was cold but not unpleasant.
When my mind begann to slip into the sensation of the cold water, I quickly
directed it back to my breath.  In a few minutes the exercise was over and we
were surprised that we could still walk as much of the sensation was gone from
our arms and legs.  We trudged a mile or two back to the camp and sat huddled
around the fire quietly sipping sake.  Few things have tasted as good to me as
the sake did that evening.

To many, the martial training that we endure may at times seem brutal, abusive
or just plain crazy.  This is true not only of those who do not train in martial arts,
but also of those who belong to other arts or even other Aikido dojos.  This kind
of training is not for everyone.  In learning any art, results may take months if not
years to come to fruition.  In today’s “instant gratification” society, training in this
manner is not attractive to many people.  However, for some, the value of this
intense physical and spiritual training is quite clear.  While mastery is always
sought, it is not the ultimate goal.  More important than becoming an Aikido
master is the complete immersion in the training.  To train the body, spirit and
mind 24 hours a day.  To always be alert, to always be relaxed and to always be
ready.  That is the foundation I received at the original Shinjinkan.

So it is said that this training is only what you make it.  You can be shown the
path, but you must walk it.  You can be shown the door, but you must open it and



walk through.  We all have different paths and different doors but a similar
method to approach those in the dojo.  The dojo is also what you make it.  Is it
just a place to go a couple of nights a week?  Is it something to brag about to
friends, that you are training in a martial art?  Or will you come to the dojo every
week with a mind set on smashing through your fears, and prepared to use your
sensei and fellow students to forge your body and mind into something stronger
than the week before?  It is my hope that through this training we all accomplish
that very thing.

See you on the mat.


